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Edward D. Mansfield became renowned as an accomplished and
highly literate spokesman for the Whig party in the Queen City of the West.
Shortly after establishing himself in Cincinnati as a young lawyer, Mansfield
expressed his understanding of the current political situation in a private
letter:
It is perfectly evident [he wrote] that the lines of party are
drawn over the whole U.S. In this state we have been
moderate, but the fever is rising & I doubt not, that here as
elsewhere, we shall have a bitter & heated contest, which
may last many years & which will separate society as well
as parties.
Mansfield was, of course, referring to the partisan contest that historians
have come to call the Second American Party System, the great nationwide
conflict between Whig and Democratic parties that dominated public life for
twenty years in the antebellum period. By making non-sectional conflicts
central to the nation’s internal politics, that contest played a crucial role in
mitigating the sectional tensions that otherwise seemed to press the nation toward secession and disintegration. Mansfield evidently appreciated
just how deeply those non-sectional political passions would burn; the only
problem with his statement is that he made it not at some point between
1833 and 1838—the period at which modern historians say the Second
Party System started and true mass party politics began—but some years
earlier, in October 1827.1
If the Second Party System was central to the life of the time, if it was
sustained by masses of committed identifiers among the astonishing numbers who regularly turned out to vote, then it matters hugely to understand
what social, cultural, and economic divisions underlay this non-sectional
cleavage among the American public. And in order to explain the underlying tensions and differences, it is essential to be clear when the political
cleavage came into being. If you believe that the Whig party emerged in
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the mid-1830s because of the constitutional crisis created by Jackson’s
reckless Bank War, or because of the religious revival of 1831 (in the case
of Rochester, New York), or because of a “Country Party” reaction against
excessive centralized party management, or because of local ethnocultural
crises (as in Michigan), then it really is rather awkward to discover that the
divisions supposedly generated by those crises had been in existence for
several years before the crises occurred.2
The fashion of dating the start of a thoroughgoing, mass two-party
contest from the mid or even late 1830s has, of course, much to commend it.
Before 1834 most of the Southern states had been marked by a high level
of internal political unity, as indicated by the overwhelming electoral victories
won there by Andrew Jackson and his supporters from 1826 through 1832.
Their popularity, and the weakness of Jackson’s opponents, in most areas
of the South, guaranteed that there would be no great pressure for intense
party organization or excessive electioneering in much of the region.3 But
in the northern states and the border states, by contrast, an opposition
existed from an early date that produced a massive vote in 1828 for John
Quincy Adams’s re-election and in 1832 for Henry Clay. The threat of this
anti-Jacksonian opposition galvanized the Jackson party to greater activity,
to more thorough organization, to energetic canvassing—and yet this situation is almost never described as a real two-party contest. Indeed, the mere
suggestion that the anti-Jacksonians or National Republicans may have
helped to create a genuine, mass, national two-party competition is scornfully dismissed by most modern historians, though not always for the best of
reasons. Michael Holt once remarked that he couldn’t accept that the Whig
party started before 1834, because in that case he would have had to add
several extra chapters on to his recent thousand-page magnum opus!4
Holt seems on strong ground because most modern historians regard the anti-Jacksonians of 1827-33 as a political nonentity. After all, they
didn’t even have a consistent name, and took to calling themselves National
Republicans only in 1830.5 In recent times historians have assumed that
they were essentially old-fashioned elitists incapable of understanding or
resisting the challenge of Jackson’s Democracy. We are variously told that
they were leader-oriented rather than voter-oriented, that they relied on
voter deference to win elections, and had a deep antipathy to organized
political parties.6 Their focus on national politics, we are assured, was of
little interest to the voters, since Washington was “at a distance and out of
mind” and the life of ordinary folk was influenced mainly by local and state
government.7 The last dregs of a gentry-led political world, the anti-Jack-
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sonians were to be overthrown not just by the Jacksonians but also by the
Antimasons, whose populistic appeals aroused common men unreached by
the National Republicans and created a genuinely democratic enthusiasm
that was ultimately transmitted into the Whig party.8 Thus it seems reasonable to doubt whether any sort of two-party system existed before 1834,
and historians like William Shade and Joel Silbey have duly emphasized
the transformation that came over American politics in the mid-1830s and
established the so-called “party period” of American history.9
By contrast, the contention of this paper is that the Second Party
System already had a real existence in the seven years before 1834, even
if the South and some parts of New England showed little sign of internal
division. In most of the North and the border states the opposition to Jackson represented a real political force, meeting all reasonable definitions of
a modern mass political party. It was organized, populistic, it electioneered,
it expressed popular concerns, and its competition with the Jacksonians
pushed both parties into impressive electoral efforts. When the Whig party
appeared in those states in the mid-1830s, it simply maintained the established ways pioneered by the anti-Jacksonians and continued their national
focus and national program. In effect, the Whig party in these regions represented nothing more than a change of name.
In making this case, I draw heavily on an older literature, on my own
published studies of Ohio and of opposition politics throughout the Yankeesettled regions of the North,10 and on the press of these years in New Jersey
and to some extent Maryland. In addition, the all-too-elusive voting returns
of the years before 1836 provide overwhelming evidence that Mansfield was
right in detecting the growth of two settled blocs of mass electoral opinion
long before 1834. As others have noticed, at the state level the presidential
election of 1832 correlates more highly with the election of 1828 (at +.93)
than almost any other pair of adjacent presidential elections in the whole
period from 1828 to 1964.11 Similarly, some states show a high level of voter
persistence at the county level from one presidential election to the next: in
Ohio the county-level correlation was over +0.9, in New York about +0.8.12
Historians of state politics in New Jersey, in the border states, and in Louisiana, have recognized that by 1828 two great voting blocs had been created
that became the backbone of the later Whig and Democratic parties.13
In the case of the anti-Jacksonians, that voter support was not spread
evenly around the country. But in twelve states stretching from Maine and
Vermont to Maryland and Kentucky, the anti-Jacksonians represented a for-
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midable body of votes, always carrying at least seven states and challenging
closely in at least three others. Together, these twelve states elected 53
percent of congressmen and represented a clear majority in the Electoral College. The bedrock of the party clearly lay in the New England states, though
its easy predominance through 1828 was soon challenged by Jacksonian
Democrats in Maine and New Hampshire. It also enjoyed much support
throughout the Middle States, which were always critical for its chances of
nationwide success. In the most populous and powerful state, New York,
the National Republicans were more formidable than most recent historians
have allowed. The anti-Jacksonians generally thought that the second largest state, Pennsylvania, ought logically to be one of their strongholds, but
it always eluded them by a wide margin and cannot be counted among the
twelve competitive states. By contrast, Ohio has to be ranked among the
great and decisive Middle States not only because of its maturity by the 1820s
and its political weight as the fourth most populous state, but also because
it was regarded as a key swing state by contemporaries. In addition, the
anti-Jacksonians found extensive support in some parts of the South—in
the border states, in sugar-growing Louisiana, and in Appalachia—but did
disastrously in most of the older seaboard South, in the Cotton Kingdom,
and on the farthest frontiers of Missouri and Illinois. This exclusion from
much of the South explains why anti-Jacksonians found national success
so elusive: the Jacksonians had so many more safe congressional seats,
and so many assured Electoral College votes, that anti-Jacksonians had to
win virtually all the marginal constituencies while the Jacksonian Democrats
needed only a few of them for victory.
The anti-Jacksonians had built up their considerable bloc of votes by
using all the devices of modern party organization, including arrangements
for central direction from Washington. In March 1827, the Adams men in
Congress named a three-man committee to plan the campaign to re-elect the
president, which drew up lists of local activists, laid plans for what became
the Harrisburg Convention, decided to strengthen the press in critical areas,
and created, in the early months of 1828, a central campaign paper entitled
We The People, which historians have strangely neglected. To sustain
these efforts and support the press in critical areas, the committee levied
“taxes” on Adams congressmen and on affluent supporters in their areas of
strength.14 For the next presidential campaign, anti-Jacksonians called the
first national convention ever designed exclusively as a nominating device,
which met in December 1831 and duly produced the first keynote address,
the first nominating speech, the first floor demonstration. At a follow-up
national Young Man’s Convention in May 1832, the National Republicans
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produced the first formally-issued party platform, which in effect laid down
the principles upon which the Whig party would operate in the two decades
after 1834.15
At the state level in 1828, the Adams men used formal nominating
machinery in all seventeen states where they named a full list of Electoral
College candidates. In twelve states they adopted the device of a state
delegate convention to name their Electoral ticket and legitimize a state
management committee. As James Chase has pointed out, a state delegate
convention required activity and organization at the local level before it could
take place, and was therefore a considerable incentive to early organization
before an election.16 Similarly, in eleven states congressional elections were
organized along national party lines by 1828, all of them among the twelve
most competitive states. In 1828 Adams candidates for Congress were decided upon in some states through district delegate nominating conventions,
while in 1832 Clay men adopted this device in ten states. Certainly in 1836
the new Whig party did not notably extend or deepen the organizational efforts previously used in the old National Republican states.17
The anti-Jacksonians extended these considerable organizational
efforts to the local level and used them to approach the voters in populistic
fashion. Far from relying on deference, the Adams men in 1828 spread the
mantle of popular approval over themselves: they described their tickets in
seventeen states as the “People’s Ticket,” appealed to “working men,” and
stressed that Southern Jacksonian leaders were often elitist in attitude and
Southern policies hostile to the interests of Northern “laboring men.” In New
York, the Working Men’s party of 1828-29 could be taken into the National
Republican ranks by 1830 without much sense of contradiction.18
The anti-Jacksonians took their democratic appeals directly to the
voters. In 1828 the Adams men more than matched the Jacksonians in
the establishment of newspapers—gaining, for example, a 7:3 advantage
in Ohio—and they produced scurrilous handbills and pamphlets capable
of exciting “the attention of a neighbourhood.” The best-known handbills
of 1828 were those published in Cincinnati by Charles Hammond, who
damned Jackson not only for stealing another man’s wife, but also for having a prostitute mother and a Negro grandfather!19 In 1832 the National
Republicans in eastern cities showed equal ingenuity in their innovative
use of political cartoons as a campaign weapon.20 Overall, they contributed
almost as much as the Jacksonians to the agitation of public opinion in both
presidential election years.
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These efforts stimulated turnout until national elections were pulling
out voters in greater crowds than state and local politics. In 1828, turnouts
in the presidential election reached (though did not necessarily exceed) the
sort of peak level that had been known earlier in state elections in all the
competitive states outside New England. Within New England, the internal
political unity of the late 1820s tended to keep turnout at low levels, but in
Vermont and Connecticut turnout increased in the 1828 presidential election to levels twice the height of the state election of the same year. In the
most competitive states elsewhere, presidential turnout leapt even more
dramatically, overtaking that in state elections, as in Ohio. Moreover, these
higher levels were reached before Antimasonry had made any real sort
of impact on voter awareness. In some places that were later to become
intensely Antimasonic, turnout in the presidential election of 1828 reached
levels twenty percent higher than in any of the subsequent local elections in
which Antimasonry was an issue!21 Who said that national contests of the
1820s were incapable of arousing popular participation?
So if we may think of the Northern anti-Jacksonians of 1827-33 as
an effective party with mass support, as Whigs in all but name, how do we
explain the cleavage of the electorate a decade earlier than recent historians
have assumed? The answer is partly that the issues raised by Andrew Jackson were already well-perceived before 1828, even before his presidency
sharpened them and the Bank war made them urgent. In an age well aware
of how Napoleon had overthrown the French republic, Jackson was seen
from the start as exactly the sort of charismatic military chieftain—pandering to mass adulation and unrestrained by well-groomed moral sense—who
could pervert the presidency into an irresponsible monarchy.22 Similarly,
doubts about Jackson’s commitment to maintaining sensible national policies directed toward promoting the economic progress of the country already
existed in 1828, especially among adherents of the American System, even
if those doubts would extend much more widely after Jackson’s removal of
the government deposits from the Bank of the United States.
Beyond that, the new party divide drew largely on the severe sectional
antagonisms generated by the coincidence of the Missouri crisis and the
effects of the Panic of 1819. The critical election of 1824 was primarily a
struggle for sectional power, and the bargain of 1825 brought Yankee sensibilities and the American System into conjunction against all who wished to
avoid a threatening use of federal power. What modified that pattern were
the internal conflicts within the North that made it possible for discontented
and ambitious politicians to rouse popular support and lead it into the Jackson
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camp. In part, these tensions within Northern society were ethnocultural,
operating essentially on older ethnic groups, notably in Pennsylvania. In
part they grew out of the old-party antagonisms, in places where the conflict
between Federalist and Jeffersonian Republican continued into the 1820s.
In part they arose from social conflicts exacerbated by the depression of the
early 1820s. These tensions were not exactly the same as those operating in the mid-1830s, but inevitably reflected the changes in economic life
generated by the Market Revolution. By the mid-1830s those tensions were
powerful enough, in the context of Bank War and Panic and of the boombust experience of the middle and late 1830s, to overwhelm sectionalism
and divide the South as it had never been divided before. But in the North
those tensions only modified the political patterns already existing among
an already aroused, divided, and committed electorate.23
In conclusion, two points arise that are essential for understanding
American political development. First, the vigor and popularity of the antiJacksonian cause demonstrates that the electorate was already by the 1820s
(and indeed earlier) deeply aware of national politics. Established voter
loyalties were disrupted in the 1820s, and new allegiances created, by the
raising of national issues that differed from those of the First Party System.
People were taking their political identities from national contests and even
operating in local politics according to allegiances that had meaning only in
national affairs. Though the depth of their commitment has been questioned
recently by Glenn C. Altschuler and Stuart M. Blumin, yet from the point of
those dependent on the electorate for power, the critical point was that so
many voters went to considerable trouble to vote. Moreover, nearly half of
them voted for a party that demanded the use of federal power to improve
the strength and prosperity of the country. It is simply not true that somehow
Washington lay “at a distance and out of mind” in the early republic, or that
arguments over national politics were incapable of mobilizing the electorate
in the 1820s.24
Secondly and finally, we should dismiss from our minds the ancient
presumption that “democracy” was an issue in the politics of the Jacksonian era. Though there were elitists around, the anti-Jacksonians had no
monopoly of them, as the debates in the Virginia constitutional convention
of 1829 demonstrated. Most older anti-Jacksonians had come to maturity
during the First Party System when democratic political techniques had been
developed and widely used, especially in New England and the Middle states.
The presumption that the people should rule was shared by politicians on
both sides, though great differences existed as to how popular rule should
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operate, what dangers were to be feared, and to what uses it should be put.
The anti-Jacksonians, far from fearing popular rule, looked forward to the
supremacy of the popular will, unimpeded by the arbitrary interference of a
willful, partial, and not necessarily intelligent executive power.
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